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A B S T R A C T

Objectives: To assess the extent of the treatment gap for mental disorders in the Czech Republic,
determine factors associated with the utilization of mental health services and explore what influences
willingness to seek mental health care.
Methods: Data from the CZEch Mental health Study, a nationally representative study of community-
dwelling adults in the Czech Republic were used. The Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview
assessed the presence of mental disorders. 659 participants with current affective, anxiety, alcohol use
and substance use disorders were studied.
Results: The treatment gap for mental disorders ranged from 61% for affective to 93% for alcohol use
disorders. Mental health service use was associated with greater disability (OR 1.04; 95% CI 1.02–1.05;
p < 0.001), female gender (OR 3.31; 95% CI 1.97–5.57; p < 0.001), urban residence (OR 1.84; 95% CI 1.12–3.04;
p < 0.05) and a higher number of somatic diseases (OR 1.32; 95% CI 1.03–1.67; p < 0.05). Self-identification as
having a mental illness was associated with greater willingness to seek a psychiatrist and a psychologist.
Conclusions: The treatment gap for mental disorders is alarminglyhigh in the Czech Republic. Interventions
todecrease it should target inparticular rural areas,men and peoplewith lowself-identification as having a
mental illness.

© 2019 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Background

An interest in mental health has only recently increased in the
Czech Republic after many years of neglect [1,2]. The Czech
government is currently developing and implementing a reform that
aims to modernize the care of patients affected with mental disorders.
It isestimatedthatapproximatelyeveryfifthpersonlivingin theCzech
Republic is currently affected by an affective, anxiety, alcohol or
substance use disorder [3]. These mental disorders have a profound
effect on the individuals’ quality of life, psycho-social functioning,
occurrence and management of somatic comorbidities as well as life
expectancy [3,4]. A large gap between the number of affected persons
and those who receive evidence-based treatment may strongly
contribute to unfavourable outcomes [5]. The treatment gap in mental
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health care represents the disparity between the true prevalence of a
disorder and the treated proportion of individuals affected by it [5].

Efforts to decrease this gap have been recognized around the
globe as a major public health challenge for the 21st century [5].
Globally, the overall treatment gap for mental disorders exceeds 50%,
rising up to 90% in low and middle income countries [5]. Causes for
the treatment gap are multi-faceted, and include affected individu-
als, clinicians and societal factors [6,7]. Awareness of mental health
symptoms and relating them to a potential mental health problem
has been shown to be an important predictor of perceived need and
help-seeking intentions in persons with untreated mental disorders
[8]. However, there is no existingevidence assessing the extentof the
treatment gap in the Czech Republic.

Estimates of the treatment gap for mental disorders in the Czech
Republic are necessary to inform appropriate resource allocation
within national mental health services (MHS). Considering the
knowledge gap surrounding mental health within the region of
Central and Eastern Europe [9,10] and the ongoing development of
new MHS in the Czech Republic, we aimed to analyse data from a
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nationally representative study of mental disorders in the Czech
Republic to 1) assess the extent of the treatment gap for mental
disorders inthe CzechRepublic; 2) determine factorsassociatedwith
the utilization of MHS; and 3) explore factors, which influence
willingness to seek MHS in individuals that are currently affected
with mental disorders but have not yet sought help.

2. Methods

2.1. Source of data

We performed a cross-sectional study with participants in the
CZEch Mental health Study (CZEMS). CZEMS is a population-based
survey launched within the context of the ongoing mental health
care reform with the aim to determine the prevalence of mental
disorders and the associated treatment gap. The study rationale,
design and methods have been previously described in detail [3].
Briefly, a two-stage sampling was used in order to arrive at a
sample of nationally representative community-dwelling adults. A
random sample of 850 voting districts was selected in the first
stage and a random starting address was chosen in the second one.
The study participants (minimum age of 18 years) were then
chosen using a random-route-procedure and a first-birthday-
method. Centrally trained staff conducted face-to-face paper and
pencil interviews (PAPI). The prevalence of mental disorders was
assessed through the fifth version of Mini International Neuropsy-
chiatric Interview (M.I.N.I.) [11].

In the present analysis, we studied individuals classified with
the following current mental disorders: affective disorders (major
depressive episode, dysthymia, hypomanic episode and manic
episode); anxiety disorders (panic disorder, agoraphobia, obses-
sive-compulsive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, social
anxiety disorder and generalized anxiety disorder); alcohol use
disorders (alcohol abuse and alcohol dependence) and substance
use disorders (abuse and dependence on stimulants, narcotics,
inhalants, cannabis, tranquilizers, psychedelics and other drugs).
Because of the well-known high prevalence of alcohol consump-
tion in the Czech Republic [12], we present alcohol use disorders
and substance use disorders separately. Psychotic disorders are not
included in this analysis to enhance validity of our treatment gap
calculation, as previous studies show strong overestimation of
psychosis in lay-administered interviews [13,14].

All participants provided an oral informed consent after being
informed about the purpose of the study and the storage and use of
the data. Data were anonymised before analysis by removing direct
identifiers.. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of
the National Institute of Mental Health, Czech Republic (reference
number 97/18).

2.2. Treatment gap

The treatment gap for mental disorders has widely been
calculated as the proportion of individuals that do not utilize MHS
out of the persons that have prevalent disorders [15]. We
operationalized utilization of MHS with the following: Partic-
ipants were asked whether they sought medical or other
professional help (psychiatrist / psychologist / general practi-
tioner / other) due to their mental health during the past 12
months. The frequency of persons who reported having sought
help from a psychiatrist, psychologist, general practitioner (GP) or
another professional included in the health care system of the
Czech Republic is considered the frequency of MHS utilization.
The treatment gap in the present study is thus defined as the
proportion of persons having utilized MHS during the past 12
months out of the persons that have been classified with a current
mental disorder.
oi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2019.04.003 Published online by Cambridge University Press
2.3. Willingness to seek mental health care

As a part of the PAPI, participants were asked which professional
they would seek help from and the likelihood that they would
contact them if they experienced mental health problems. Possible
answers were “definitely yes”, “rather yes”, “rather not”, “definitely
not” for 5 groups of professionals: 1. psychiatrist, 2. psychologist, 3.
GP, 4. healer/alternative therapist, 5. other. We operationalized
willingness to seek mental health care if the participants answered
“definitely yes or rather yes” to three professionals: psychiatrist,
psychologist and GP. Within this study, we do not consider healers/
alternative therapists as health professionals as they do not belong to
the official health care system of the Czech Republic, and the purpose
of the study is to inform the reform of MHS.

2.4. Covariates

Covariates were identified according to literature [6,7,16–18] as
socio-demographic, social and health-related characteristics asso-
ciated with MHS use and willingness to seek mental health care.
Socio-demographic characteristics included age, gender, highest
completed education, location of residence and occupation status.
Social characteristics were marital status, children, informal social
contact (defined as less than daily informal contact with relatives,
friends, neighbours and members of common household) and
number of stressful life events during the past year (out of 23
defined events). Health-related characteristics concerned physical
inactivity, diet due to health reasons, smoking and total number of
somatic diseases (defined as diseases they are currently treated for
or were hospitalized/treated for during the past 12 months). In
addition, The World Health Organization Disability Assessment
Schedule (WHODAS) [19] measured disability and the Self-
Identification as Having a Mental Illness (SELFI) scale was
administered to assess self-identification within a group of persons
having a mental illness [20]. Details about the covariates are
described in detail in the Supplement.

2.5. Analytical sample

From 3 306 respondents in CZEMS, 659 individuals were
classified as having a current affective, anxiety, alcohol use or
substance use disorder. Of those, 113 individuals reported having
sought medical or other professional help (psychiatrist / psycholo-
gist /GP/other)duetotheirmentalhealthduring thepast12months,
while 546 had not. The most commonly reported professional
contacted was GP (n = 66), followed by psychiatrist (n = 63),
psychologist (n = 30) and other (n = 9: neurologist 2x, healer 2x,
psychotherapist, kinesiologist, homeopathist, physiotherapist, and
witch). From the nine persons who reported having sought a
professional in the category “other”, four sought also a GP, while five
did not. Those individuals contacted a neurologist (2x), psychother-
apist, healer and a witch. We considered the two who contacted a
healerandawitchas individualswho had not utilizedMHSasthere is
no systemic collaboration amongst traditional healers and MHS in
the Czech Republic. The final sample size thus consisted of 111 users
of MHS and 548 non-users (flowchart presented in Fig. 1).

2.6. Statistical analysis

We present descriptive data as frequency (n, %), means �
standard deviation (SD) or median and interquartile range (IQR),
where appropriate. To compare characteristics of the respondents
between the users and non-users of MHS, we used χ2test for binary
variables and independent samples t-test or Mann-Whitney test
for continuous variables. We performed multivariable logistic
regression to estimate odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence interval

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2019.04.003


Fig. 1. Selection of the analytical sample. CZEMS, CZEch Mental health Study.
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(CI) for the association of respondents’ characteristics with the
utilization of MHS. Variables that were statistically significant in
the univariate analysis at the level of p < 0.05 were automatically
included in the multivariable analysis. Further, we added in a step-
wise fashion also variables into the model that were not
statistically significant in the univariate analysis and kept them
in the final model if they fulfilled two conditions: 1) they improved
the pseudo R2 of the model and 2) were associated with the
dependent variable at the level of p < 0.05 in the final model.

Further, we examined the SELFI scale’s factor structure using
confirmatory factor analysis, assuming that the underlying ‘self-
identification as having a mental illness’ latent factor predicts the
variance of the SELFI items. We applied structural equation
modelling, which enables simultaneous assessment of all hypoth-
esized paths, to estimate with logistic regression the OR with 95%
CI for the association of the respondents� characteristics (SELFI
latent factor and other covariates) with willingness to seek a GP, a
psychologist, and a psychiatrist. Structure of the path-model is
presented in Supplemental Fig. S1. Analyses were performed using
STATA (Version 15.1) and MPlus (Version 8).

3. Results

We studied 659 individuals (on average 47 years old, 48%
women) affected by a current affective (n = 183), anxiety
(n = 244), alcohol use (n = 350) or substance use (n = 94)
disorder. From those, 26% had two or more co-occurring mental
disorders. Only 17% out of the whole sample utilized MHS
during the past year, leaving a total treatment gap of 83%.
Stratifying by diagnosis, the treatment gap was 61% for
affective, 69% for anxiety, 77% for substance use and 93% for
alcohol use disorders (Fig. 2).
rg/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2019.04.003 Published online by Cambridge University Press
Overall, MHS users were older and more frequently women
(Table 1). They were to a greater extent without work and a
partner, had less social contact and experienced more stressful life
events. In addition, they were to a larger extent physically inactive,
on a diet due to health reasons, suffered from more somatic
comorbidities and were more disabled. Multivariable analysis
demonstrated that utilization of MHS was independently associ-
ated with four variables: higher disability (p < 0.001), female
gender (p < 0.001), urban residence (p < 0.05) and a higher number
of somatic diseases (p < 0.05; Table 2).

Among those who had not used MHS during the last 12
months, female gender (OR = 1.96; 95% CI 1.31–2.92), rural
residence (results for urban residence: OR = 0.67; 95% CI 0.46
to 0.96) and higher disability (OR = 2.02; 95% CI 1.30–3.14) were
associated with greater willingness to seek a psychiatrist. Female
gender (OR = 1.66; 95% CI 1.10–2.50), younger age (OR = 0.98; 95%
CI 0.97 to 0.996), higher education (results for basic/vocational
education: OR = 0.55; 95% CI 0.37 to 0.82) and non-smoking
(results for smokers: OR = 0.65; 95% CI 0.43 to 0.98) were
associated with willingness to seek a psychologist. On the
contrary, higher number of somatic diseases (OR = 1.37; 95% CI
1.05–1.78) and higher age (OR = 1.04; 95% CI 1.01–1.04) were
associated with willingness to seek a GP. A one point increase in
self-identification of having a mental illness (SELFI) was
associated with both greater willingness to seek a psychiatrist
(OR = 1.30; 95% CI 1.03–1.64) and a psychologist (OR = 1.61; 95% CI
1.26–2.06), but not a GP (Table 3).

4. Discussion

In the present study based on a nationally representative
sample of adults in the Czech Republic, we found that the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2019.04.003


Table 1
Characteristics of participants by utilization of mental health services (n = 659).

Service users
(n = 111)

Service non-users
(n = 548)

p value

Socio-demographic characteristics
Age, mean � SD 51.9 � 19.2 46.1 � 17.2 0.002
Women, n (%) 85 (77) 231 (42) <0.001
Basic or vocational education, n (%) 72 (65) 321 (59) 0.218
Urban residence, n (%) 74 (67) 312 (57) 0.058
No current work, n (%) 28 (26) 67 (12) <0.001
Social characteristics
No partner, n (%) 62 (56) 245 (45) 0.032
Children, n (%) 83 (75) 394 (72) 0.536
Little informal social contact, n (%) 54 (49) 174 (32) 0.001
Stressful life events (�4), n (%) 68 (61) 267 (49) 0.016
Health-related characteristics
Physical inactivity, n (%) 83 (75) 326 (60) 0.002
Diet due to health reasons 32 (29) 107 (20) 0.028
Smoker, n (%) 59 (53) 339 (62) 0.087
Number of somatic diseases, median (IQR) 1 (2) 0 (1) <0.001
High disability, n (%) 82 (74) 225 (41) <0.001

SD, standard deviation; IQR, interquartile range.

Fig. 2. Treatment gap for mental disorders in the Czech Republic: the CZEch Mental health Study (CZEMS).

Table 2
Associations of participants’ characteristics with utilization of
mental health services (n = 659).

OR (95% CI)

Age 0.99 (0.97; 1.00)
Women 3.31 (1.97; 5.57)**

Urban residence 1.84 (1.12; 3.04)*

No current work 1.75 (0.95; 3.21)
No partner 1.43 (0.87; 2.34)
Little informal social contact 1.03 (0.60; 1.76)
Stressful life events (�4) 0.97 (0.59; 1.58)
Physical inactivity 1.58 (0.91; 2.73)
Diet due to health reasons 0.99 (0.56; 1.75)
Number of somatic diseases 1.32 (1.03; 1.67)*

WHODAS score 1.04 (1.02; 1.05)**

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; WHODAS, The World Health
Organization Disability Assessment Schedule.

* p < 0.05.
** p < 0.001.
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treatment gap for mental disorders ranged from 61% for affective
disorders up to an exceptionally high rate of 93% for alcohol use
disorders. Professionals most commonly approached due to
mental health problems were GPs. MHS were utilized most by
urban residents, women, persons with higher disability, and
individuals with more somatic comorbidities. In those not using
MHS, self-identification as having a mental illness was associated
with greater willingness to seek mental heal care with a
psychiatrist and a psychologist.

The treatment gap for affective disorders (61%) is slightly higher
in comparison with the global median treatment gap for affective
disorders around the world (50–56%), but much higher than the
World Health Organization (WHO) regional estimates for Europe
(40–45%) [15]. On the contrary, for anxiety disorders (69%), the gap
is slightly lower than the global estimate (72%) [21], but higher
than the WHO regional estimates for Europe, which reach from
25% for obsessive-compulsive disorders to 62% for generalized

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2019.04.003


Table 3
Full path model for factors associated with willingness to seek mental health care (n = 548).

OR (95% CI)

Psychiatrist Psychologist GP

Age 1.00 (0.98; 1.01) 0.98 (0.97; 0.996)* 1.04 (1.01; 1.04)*

Women 1.96 (1.31; 2.92)* 1.66 (1.10; 2.50)* 1.13 (0.75; 1.70)
Basic or vocational education 0.79 (0.54; 1.17) 0.55 (0.37; 0.82)* 1.15 (0.78; 1.69)
Urban residence 0.67 (0.46; 0.96)* 0.99 (0.68; 0.44) 1.29 (0.90; 1.87)
No current work 0.63 (0.35; 1.15) 0.60 (0.33; 1.10) 1.18 (0.65; 2.12)
No partner 0.94 (0.62; 1.42) 0.85 (0.56; 1.30) 0.75 (0.49; 1.12)
Children 1.24 (0.71; 2.14) 1.19 (0.68; 2.06) 0.74 (0.43; 0.28)
Little informal social contact 0.66 (0.42; 1.02) 0.90 (0.57; 1.41) 0.76 (0.49; 1.18)
Stressful life events (�4) 1.02 (0.69; 1.50) 0.95 (0.64; 1.41) 1.21 (0.81; 1.79)
Physical inactivity 0.67 (0.44; 1.02) 0.71 (0.46; 1.07) 0.86 (0.57; 1.31)
Diet due to health reasons 0.66 (0.40; 1.09) 0.88 (0.53; 1.47) 0.98 (0.59; 1.63)
Smoker 0.68 (0.45; 1.01) 0.65 (0.43; 0.98)* 0.88 (0.59; 1.32)
Number of somatic diseases 1.10 (0.88; 1.38) 1.10 (0.88; 1.38) 1.37 (1.05; 1.78)*

High disability 2.02 (1.30; 3.14)* 1.35 (0.86; 2.12) 0.99 (0.64; 1.53)
SELFI 1.30 (1.03; 1.64)* 1.61 (1.26; 2.06)** 0.87 (0.69; 1.09)

SELFI, self-identification as having a mental illness; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; GP, general practitioner.
* p < 0.05.
** p < 0.001.
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anxiety disorders [15]. The treatment gap for alcohol use disorders
(93%) is relatively high in comparison with the global average,
where 93% is estimated for alcohol abuse and 78% for alcohol
dependence [15]; however, our result is fairly consistent with the
WHO regional estimate for Europe (92%). The treatment gap for
substance use disorders (77%) is lower in comparison to the global
estimate (83%) as presented by United Nations Office for Drugs and
Crime [22]. However, the validity of the discrepancies in cross-
national comparisons may be lower given the variation in methods
used for estimating mental disorders.

Our finding that utilization of MHS was associated with higher
disability and more somatic comorbidities is in line with a
systematic review conducted by Twomey et al. [6] and suggests
that higher severity of symptoms causing more disability drives
help seeking. Contact with GPs and physicians who treat
predominantly somatic diseases enables capturing people with
mental health problems because their symptoms may be recog-
nized by them. In accordance with literature [23], we found that
men less often use MHS and are less willing to seek help, which
likely reflects conformity to traditional social masculine norms
fostering a culture where both men and women carry negative
attitudes towards males’ help-seeking [24]. The role of age in
service consumption and willingness to seek help is less clear, with
studies providing inconsistent results [25–27]. In the present
study, we did not find any association between age and MHS use in
the Czech population. We speculate that this inconclusiveness
could be caused by different preferences amongst sub-populations
in the types of professionals considered and preferred when
seeking help, but this deserves further investigation. In this Czech
population, it seems that younger people prefer help from a
psychologist whereas older people tend to seek a GP.

Our sample additionally shows that people living in non-urban
areas are more willing to seek care from a psychiatrist, yet urban
residence enables the utilization of MHS. A recent systematic
review found no association between urban versus rural residents
in help-seeking [28], but less is known how the type of residence
influences which professionals help seekers prefer to contact. We
speculate that people in the countryside may not differ in their
objective need to see psychiatrists, but this type of care is not
available to them. The lack of the association of MHS utilization
with factors related to family structure may be explained by
evidence that families are a great source of both support and
distress with the potential to enable, but also can deter MHS
utilization [29,30].
rg/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2019.04.003 Published online by Cambridge University Press
As opposed to previous studies conducted in other countries
[31,32], the present analysis shows that education was unrelated to
utilization of MHS in the Czech Republic, but did influence which
professional individuals were willing to seek help from. Specifi-
cally, our study found an association of higher education with
greater willingness to seek help from a psychologist. The fact that
some people classified as having a mental disorder report
willingness to seek a mental health professional, but did not use
any MHS, deserves further attention to deeper understand the
mechanisms and barriers to help-seeking. While the lack of
availability of desired professionals is a great obstacle, the inability
to attribute personal problems as symptoms of mental illness plays
a major role in the Czech context.

We found that self-identification as having a mental illness is
associated with greater willingness to seek help from mental
health professionals, which mirrors results from a study of
untreated persons with mental health problems in Germany [8].
Self-identification has previously been linked to stigma: negative
stigmatizing attitudes towards persons with mental disorders
decrease the likelihood for individuals considering the possibility
that what they are experiencing could be a sign of a mental illness
[33]. It has also been shown that self-identification as having a
mental illness increases the risk of experiencing stigma and self-
stigma [34]. Decreasing self-stigma of persons with mental illness
and increasing mental health literacy within lay persons could
facilitate appraisal of own mental health problems and improve
help-seeking.

We propose several strategies that could help reduce the
treatment gap for mental disorders in the Czech Republic. There is
a need for more accessible and equitable MHS as well as
implementation of mental health promotion and stigma reduction
programmes in rural areas. Decentralisation of MHS could provide
the sub-population of rural residents willing to seek help from
psychiatrists with local services and contribute to narrowing the
treatment gap associated with residence. The influence of family
members may be important for the identification and treatment of
mental illness as they are usually in the closest contact with the
affected individuals. Focusing on stigma reduction could both
increase self-identification of mental health problems, as well as
increasing the positive role of family members in promoting help-
seeking. Family psycho-education should be available in order to
overcome negative beliefs about mental health care and to provide
relevant information, emotional support and to teach skills to
manage mental illness.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2019.04.003
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It has been suggested that language is an important
component within mental health promotion interventions for
men [35]. Using expressions promoting strength, flexibility,
endurance, resilience and problem-solving capacity, focusing on
the connection between mind and body as well as targeted
interventions in the workplace have been used as strategies for
mental health promotion for men [35]. Finally, as the GPs are the
most frequently approached professionals for mental health
issues, their training to detect and refer patients to appropriate
MHS could be a significant way to increase MHS use for those
needing treatment.

This study has several limitations. Even though studies suggest
that the instrument M.I.N.I. has good validity and reliability [3], it
may still have a lower accuracy is classification of some diagnoses
[36]. Furthermore, the results of our study are generalizable only to
community-dwelling individuals. As individuals institutionalized
due to a mental illness are not included in CZEMS, this may
overestimate the extent of the treatment gap we found. In addition,
the classification of mental disorders in this study is made based on
the presence of current symptoms. Thus, persons diagnosed with
mental disorders who are currently treated and well-compensated
are not included in the analysis, which further overestimates the
treatment gap presented in this study.

On the other hand, of notable concern is that the number of
persons receiving evidence-based care is likely to be even lower
than the treatment gap operationalized by contact with MHS.
Future studies should investigate in depth the extent of the
disparity between individuals with prevalent mental disorders and
the coverage and quality associated with those who receive
evidence-based treatment, both in institutions as well as in the
community to further inform decision-making in service provi-
sion. Furthermore, the extremely high treatment gap for alcohol
use disorders deserves further attention in future studies.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is unique in the region
of Central and Eastern Europe, providing up-to-date information
about the extent of the treatment gap and associated factors based
on a nationally representative sample of well-characterized adults.
Taking into consideration our findings and the broader literature
on closing the treatment gap for mental disorders, we recommend
prioritization of nation-wide initiatives and interventions aiming
to increase mental health literacy and access to MHS and reduce
stigmatization of mental illness, strengthened through targeted
interventions specifically for men and rural residents. To decrease
the treatment gap of mental disorders in rural areas, where the
mental health services are scarce, training of GPs and multi-
sectoral collaboration between GPs and the MHS should be a
priority. This would also promote a decrease in the stigma
associated with mental disorders.
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